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a b s t r a c t

The thermal stability of ultrafine-grained (UFG) microstructure in Cu processed by different routes of
severe plastic deformation (SPD) was studied at both high and room temperatures (RT). It was found
that the microstructures produced by multi-directional forging or twist extrusion were more stable than
those obtained by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) or high-pressure torsion (HPT). During storage
eywords:
anostructured materials
qual channel angular processing
igh-pressure torsion

of the ECAP-processed specimen at RT for 4 years the vacancy concentration reduced significantly while
the dislocation density and the crystallite size remained unchanged. In the case of the HPT-processed
sample both grain-growth and reduction of the dislocation density were observed.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
islocations
ging

. Introduction

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) procedures are attractive
ethods for producing bulk ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals [1].

n the last decades, several methods such as equal-channel angu-
ar pressing (ECAP), high-pressure torsion (HPT), multi-directional
orging (MDF) and twist extrusion (TE) were developed for intro-
ucing severe plastic deformation into metals and alloys [2]. These
rocedures are quite different both in the physical principle of
heir operations and in the sizes of the workable pieces. Because
f their practical importance, UFG face centered cubic (fcc) metals
rocessed by different SPD procedures have been studied exten-
ively (e.g. in Ref. [3]). The evolution of the microstructure as a
unction of strain, the characteristic parameters of microstructure
n the saturation state and the correlation between the microstruc-
ure and the mechanical behavior have been established in detail.
he thermal stability of the UFG microstructure processed by SPD is
f great importance from the point of view of practical applications
f these materials. Thus, if the fine grains become coarsened dur-

ng their service life-time, their unique properties including their
igh strength will be lost. The stability of fcc metals processed
y ECAP and HPT has been investigated by differential scanning
alorimetry [4]. It was found that the higher the imposed strain,
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the lower the onset temperature of recovery/recrystallization of the
UFG microstructure [5]. Previous studies [6–11] have also shown
that the UFG microstructure in Cu and Ag samples processed by
ECAP at room temperature (RT) partially recovered and/or recrys-
tallized during storage at the temperature of processing. The aim
of the present study is to investigate the effect of the applied SPD
method on the thermal stability of UFG Cu processed at RT. Samples
produced by MDF, TE, ECAP and HPT methods are compared by their
microstructural stability at room and high temperatures. It should
be noted that the applied SPD methods differ in many points, e.g.
in the applied stress tensor, the character of the processing mono-
tonicity, strain rate, etc. In spite of this fact, we did not force to
carry out the different SPD procedures in the same conditions (e.g.
at same strain rates) since our goal was to study the difference in
stability of samples processed by similar ways as usually applied in
the literature.

2. Experimental materials and procedures

Oxygen-free copper (99.98%) samples were processed by 15
passes of TE, 20 cycles of MDF, 25 passes of ECAP and 25 revolu-
tions of HPT at RT. In the TE procedure, the billet had a cross-section

of 18 mm × 28 mm and a length of 80 mm. The extrusion die has a
twist angle of ˇ = 53◦. In this configuration, 15 passes of TE corre-
sponds to a strain of about 14 [12]. The MDF process was carried
out on a rod having an initial diameter of 40 mm and length of
70 mm. 20 cycles of MDF corresponds to an equivalent strain of

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2010.11.026
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/msea
mailto:gubicza@metal.elte.hu
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by TEM for Cu samples is listed in Table 1. All the grain size values
are slightly above 200 nm, except for the HPT-processed specimen
having a grain size of about 160 nm. According to the literature
data, these values are around the minimum grain size that can be
achieved in bulk Cu by SPD at RT. The crystallite size, the dislocation

Table 1
The average grain size (DTEM) determined by TEM, the area-weighted mean crystal-
lite size (〈x〉area), the dislocation density (�) and the twin frequency (ˇ) obtained from
X-ray line profile analysis and the onset temperature of recovery/recrystallization
(Tonset) measured by DSC at a heating rate of 40 K/min for Cu processed by different
SPD methods.
ig. 1. TEM images showing the microstructure of Cu specimens immediately after
d).

bout 50 [13]. A sample having 20 mm in diameter and 80 mm in
ength was processed for 25 passes of ECAP following route BC. The
CAP die has an internal channel angle of 90◦ and an outer arc of
urvature of 0◦ at the intersection of the two parts of the channel.
n this configuration, 25 passes correspond to an equivalent strain
f ∼29 [14]. The HPT processing was carried out on a disk having
0 mm in diameter and 0.6 mm in initial thickness. After 25 revo-

utions, the thickness was reduced to 0.2 mm. The applied pressure
as 4 GPa during HPT. The HPT-processed disk was studied at the
alf-radius where the equivalent strain was about 567 assuming a
ean thickness of 0.4 mm [15]. The hardness of the SPD-processed

u samples was measured after annealing for 1 h at different tem-
eratures between 293 and 623 K with an applied load of 500 mN.
he thermal stability was also monitored by differential scanning
alorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 40 K/min. For studying the
tability at RT, the microstructures immediately after SPD and after
torage at RT for 4 years were compared.

The microstructures of Cu samples were investigated by trans-
ission electron microscopy (TEM) using JEM-100CX and Philips

M-20 microscopes operating at 100 and 200 kV, respectively. In
he cases of TE, MDF and ECAP, the TEM images were taken on the
ross-sections perpendicular to the TE direction, the longitudinal
xis after the last MDF step and the axis of the output channel
f the last ECAP pass, respectively. For the HPT-processed sam-
le, the TEM foil was prepared at the half-radius of the disk. The
icrostructures were also investigated by X-ray diffraction line
rofile analysis. The X-ray line profiles were measured by a spe-
ial high-resolution diffractometer (Nonius FR591) using Cu K�1
adiation (� = 0.15406 nm). The line profiles were evaluated by the
onvolutional multiple whole profile (CMWP) fitting procedure
escribed elsewhere [16]. This method gives the crystallite size,
cles of MDF (a), 15 passes of TE (b), 25 passes of ECAP (c) and 25 revolutions of HPT

the dislocation density and the twin boundary frequency with good
statistics, where the twin boundary frequency is defined as the rel-
ative fraction of the twin boundaries among {1 1 1} planes along
their normal vector.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. High temperature thermal stability of microstructures
processed by different SPD methods

TEM images of the microstructures of Cu samples processed by
MDF, TE, ECAP and HPT methods are shown in Fig. 1. In the TEM
images the majority of grains are equiaxed, only a few slightly elon-
gated grains can be observed. The average grain size determined
DTEM [nm] 〈x〉area [nm] � [1014 m−2] ˇ [%] Tonset [K]

20 MDF 225 142 ± 15 7 ± 1 0.0 ± 0.1 581 ± 3
15 TE 225 107 ± 12 10 ± 1 0.0 ± 0.1 572 ± 3
25 ECAP 215 101 ± 15 15 ± 1 0.1 ± 0.1 469 ± 2
25 HPT 160 75 ± 9 37 ± 4 0.1 ± 0.1 419 ± 2
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ig. 2. CMWP fitting of the X-ray diffraction pattern measured immediately after
5 revolutions of HPT. Open circles and solid line represent the measured and the
tted patterns, respectively. The intensity is in logarithmic scale.

ensity and the twin boundary frequency were determined by X-
ay line profile analysis. As an example, Fig. 2 illustrates the CMWP
tting of the X-ray diffraction pattern measured immediately after
5 revolutions of HPT. Open circles and solid line represent the
easured and the fitted patterns, respectively. The parameters of

he microstructure obtained by X-ray line profile analysis are listed
n Table 1. The lowest dislocation densities were measured after

DF and TE processes while the largest value was obtained after
PT. The higher the dislocation density, the smaller the crystal-

ite size for the four studied samples. The twin boundary frequency
or all samples was relatively low (0.1 ± 0.1%), close to the detec-
ion limit of this quantity for the applied experimental setup of
-ray line profile analysis. The extremely high dislocation density

37 ± 4 × 1014 m−2) after HPT is in good agreement with the values
btained by other authors [11].

The very high dislocation density after HPT can be attributed
o the high pressure (p = 4 GPa) applied during HPT that may affect
he climb-controlled annihilation of dislocations in the following
ays:

i) The climb velocity is proportional to the diffusion coefficient [17]
that depends on the concentration and the migration enthalpy
of vacancies. Previous experiments have shown that in SPD-
processed metals a large amount of vacancies are formed due to
forced plasticity, therefore their concentration is much higher
than the equilibrium value [18–25]. When a high pressure is
applied in SPD-processing, larger work (by pVv where Vv is
the volume of a vacancy) is needed for vacancy formation but
this does not reduce the vacancy concentration as the neces-
sary extra work is supplied by the external forces. Rather an
increased vacancy concentration was observed in previous stud-
ies [18,20–22] with increasing the pressure of HPT that can be
explained by the suppressed vacancy annihilation at disloca-
tions due to their slower migration. The reduction of vacancy
migration at higher pressure is caused by the increase of the
migration enthalpy by pVv. The increased difficulty of vacancy
migration due to the high pressure applied during HPT hinders
effectively the annihilation of dislocations by climb compared
to other SPD-processing.

i) In fcc metals the climb velocity of dissociated dislocations

is inversely proportional to the square of splitting distance
between Shockley partials [17]. The value of equilibrium split-
ting distance between partials for edge dislocations in Cu is
about 2.3 nm [10]. The very large loading on the anvils dur-
ing HPT most probably results not only in a high hydrostatic
gineering A 528 (2011) 1828–1832

pressure but also in high shear stresses since the idealized con-
strained conditions are usually not achieved. The shear stresses
acting on the slip plane of a dislocation perpendicular to the
Burgers-vector can decrease or increase the splitting distance
by pushing the partials towards each other or pulling the par-
tials in opposite directions, respectively, depending on the stress
orientation. Therefore, the higher shear stresses during HPT may
result in much larger or smaller splitting distance depending on
their directions. As the splitting distance without stresses is not
very large in Cu due to the medium value of its stacking fault
energy (data between 45 and 78 mJ/m2 are reported in the litera-
ture [26,27]), therefore the stresses pushing the partials towards
each other do not accelerate climb very much. At the same time,
the high stresses resulting in much larger splitting distance slow
down climb effectively. Due to the effects of (i) and (ii), the high
pressure applied during HPT retard climbing process of annihi-
lation of dislocations thereby increasing the dislocation density
in the HPT-processed Cu sample.

The high stresses have also an effect on the cross-slip of dis-
locations. For screw dislocations the splitting distance between
partials (∼0.9 nm [10]) is smaller than for edge dislocations, there-
fore cross-slip occurs relatively easily even without stresses. The
cross-slip process is also very sensitive on stresses because shear
stresses pushing the partials towards each other in the initial glide
plane or shear stresses pulling the partials in opposite directions in
the cross-slip plane assist the cross-slip process effectively [28]. At
the same time, stresses increasing the distance between partials
in the initial glide plane or reducing this distance in the cross-
slip plane hinder the cross-slip of screw dislocations. During HPT
processing, the high applied loading most probably increases the
stresses which can assist or hinder the cross-slip of screw dislo-
cations depending on the stress orientation. Due to the not very
large degree of dislocation dissociation in Cu, the increased assist-
ing stresses have only a minor promotion effect on cross-slip. At the
same time, the high hindering stresses can increase effectively the
degree of dislocation dissociation resulting in a difficult cross-slip
and therefore an obstruction of annihilation of screw dislocations
during HPT which also contributes to the very high dislocation
density. The above considerations suggests that both climb and
cross-slip of dislocations were retarded due to the high load applied
during HPT that explains the extremely high dislocation density
measured immediately after HPT-processing. Our argumentation is
also supported by previous observations on increasing dislocation
density with increasing pressure applied during HPT [e.g. 18,24].

During annealing of the SPD-processed samples in DSC an
exothermic peak evolved which corresponds to the recovery and
recrystallization of the microstructure as was shown in previous
studies (e.g. in Ref. [4]). Table 1 reveals that despite the similar
grain size values of the samples processed by various SPD methods,
the onset temperatures of recovery/recrystallization are very dif-
ferent. It can be established that the higher the dislocation density
and lower the crystallite size, the lower the onset temperature of
recovery/recrystallization, i.e. the samples produced by MDF and TE
show the highest thermal stability while the HPT-processed spec-
imen has the lowest stability. This result is also supported by the
change of hardness as a function of annealing temperature pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The hardness of the sample processed by HPT
starts to decrease at the lowest temperature compared to other
specimens while the hardness of the MDF and TE samples remains
unchanged up to relatively high temperatures. It is noted that the

very high dislocation density after HPT is most probably accom-
panied by very large long-range internal stresses. These stresses
may assist annihilation of dislocations thereby resulting in lower
temperature of recovery/recrystallization as it has been already
suggested in previous papers [e.g. 24]. It is also noted that beside
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ig. 3. The hardness as a function of annealing temperature for Cu samples pro-
essed by 20 cycles of MDF, 15 passes of TE, 25 passes of ECAP and 25 revolutions of
PT.

he grain size and the dislocation density other features of the
icrostructure (e.g. grain boundary character) may also influence

he stability of the SPD-processed samples. Electron backscatter
iffraction (EBSD) analysis (not shown here) revealed that the frac-
ion of high angle grain boundaries has similar high values (80–94%)
or all the studied samples, therefore most probably it does not
ncrease significantly the difference in stability. In the cases of the
ess stable ECAP and HPT samples, the stability of the SPD-processed

icrostructures were studied during storage of the samples at RT
or 4 years as presented in the next section.

.2. Stability of the Cu samples processed by ECAP and HPT
uring storage at room temperature

In a recently published paper [25] the parameters of the severely
eformed microstructure in the ECAP-processed sample were
etermined both immediately after 25 passes and storage for 4
ears at RT. All parameters of the microstructure determinable
y X-ray line profile analysis (crystallite size, dislocation density,
dge/screw character and arrangement of dislocations and twin
oundary frequency) remained unchanged within the experimen-
al error during 4 years of storage. At the same time, the stored
nergy measured by DSC at 40 K/min heating rate decreased from
.0 ± 0.1 J/g to 0.37 ± 0.04 J/g during storage for 4 years. These
xperimental results suggest that the reduction of the stored
nergy during storage can be attributed to the annihilation of such
efects which cannot be evaluated by line profile analysis. These
efects may be point defects such as vacancies or vacancy agglom-
rates which form in a high concentration during severe plastic
eformation as shown in previous papers [18–25]. Assuming that
he reduction of the stored energy is attributed solely to the loss of
acancies, the decrease of vacancy concentration during the stor-
ge for 4 years was determined from the change of stored energy
sing Eq. (1) in Ref. [25]. The change of vacancy concentration was
.4 × 10−4 that is a similar value as the vacancy content determined
reviously for Cu samples immediately after ECAP by electrical
esistivity measurement or a combination of X-ray line profile anal-
sis and calorimetry [19]. Therefore, most probably the majority of
acancies formed during ECAP disappeared during storage for 4
ears at RT. It is worth to note that the reduction of vacancy con-
entration was not accompanied by the annihilation of dislocations

s it was shown by X-ray line profile analysis. The very large excess
f vacancies may decrease by migration along the boundaries of
FG grains to the free surface of the samples and/or by annealing
t small dislocation loops having a dimension of several nanome-
Fig. 4. TEM image taken on the HPT-processed sample after storage at room tem-
perature for 4 years.

ters that results in the annihilation of these loops. These loops are
invisible by X-ray line profile analysis due to their strongly shielded
strain field and small dimensions.

The stability of the least stable HPT-processed sample was also
studied during storage at RT for 4 years. Fig. 4 shows a TEM image
taken for the HPT-processed Cu sample after 4 years of storage.
The comparison of this image with that obtained immediately after
HPT (see Fig. 1d) revealed a growth of the mean grain size from
about 160 nm to 250 nm. It is noted that some relatively large grains
with the size of about 600 nm were also observed after storage
for 4 years. X-ray line profile analysis showed that the average
crystallite size increased from 75 ± 9 to 122 ± 15 nm while the dis-
location density decreased from 37 ± 4 × 1014 to 13 ± 2 × 1014 m−2

during storage for 4 years. Simultaneously, the twin boundary fre-
quency increased from 0.1 ± 0.1% to 0.3 ± 0.1%. In the TEM image
of Fig. 4 some twin boundaries are indicated by white arrows.
These changes of the microstructure characteristics indicate recov-
ery and/or recrystallization during storage of the sample. As it
was discussed above, the high pressure applied during HPT hin-
dered the annihilation processes of dislocations resulting in very
high dislocation density and small grain size. During storage of
the sample, this extremely high dislocation density and the very
small grain size are the driving force of the microstructure trans-
formation. The high density of dislocations results in large internal
stresses. Therefore, when the pressure was released after HPT, the
vacancy diffusion became faster resulting in annihilation of edge
dislocations by climb. Moreover, the internal stresses most prob-
ably also cause cross-slip of dissociated screw dislocations having
high density after HPT. The dislocation density can also decrease by
twinning at dislocation pile-ups developed at glide obstacles. If the
local stresses at these obstacles exceed the critical stress required
for twin nucleation, after an incubation time twins are formed at
the expense of dislocations in the pile-ups [29]. The operation of
this mechanism is supported by the increase of twin boundary fre-
quency from 0.1 ± 0.1% to 0.3 ± 0.1% during storage. It is noted,
however, that partial recrystallization may also contribute to the

higher twin boundary frequency as twinning usually occurs during
recrystallization of fcc metals.

The large reduction of vacancy concentration did not yield sig-
nificant change of the hardness (1.28 GPa) for the ECAP-processed
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ample during storage for 4 years. At the same time, the hard-
ess of the HPT-processed sample decreased from 1.69 ± 0.06 GPa
o 1.07 ± 0.12 GPa during storage for 4 years as a result of recov-
ry/recrystallization of the microstructure. It should be noted that
e have already reported similar self-annealing in ECAP-processed
g. Then we argued that the delayed recovery of the severely
eformed microstructure was caused by the high degree of dis-

ocation dissociation due to the very low stacking fault energy
f Ag (data between 16 and 22 mJ/m2 are reported in the litera-
ure [26,27]) and this phenomenon most probably could not occur
n Cu having medium value of stacking fault energy. The present
esults are not in contradiction with this statement as the very large
ressure during HPT also yielded a high degree of dislocation dis-
ociation in some volumes of the Cu sample thereby resulting in a
elayed recovery during storage. As in this report the microstruc-
ure and the hardness were examined only immediately after HPT
nd 4 years later, further studies are planned to reveal their evolu-
ions as a function of storing time.

. Summary

The thermal stability of Cu samples processed by 15 passes of
E, 20 cycles of MDF, 25 passes of ECAP and 25 revolutions of HPT at
T was investigated at room and high temperatures. The following
onclusions can be drawn from our experimental results:

. Despite the similar grain sizes (about 200 nm), the Cu samples
deformed by various SPD methods showed different thermal
stability at high temperatures. It was found that the thermal sta-
bility decreased in the order of MDF, TE, ECAP and HPT which
correlates to the increase of dislocation density and the decrease
of the crystallite size.

. During storage of the sample processed by ECAP at RT for 4 years,
the excess vacancy concentration was reduced by 3.4 × 10−4

while the crystallite size and the dislocation structure remained
unchanged. In the case of the HPT-processed sample, the grain
size and the twin boundary frequency increased while the dislo-
cation density decreased during storage at RT for 4 years. This
recovery and/or recrystallization after HPT are caused by the
extremely high dislocation density and small grain size that can
be attributed to the retarded annihilation of dislocations during
HPT-processing due to the high applied pressure.
cknowledgements
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